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THE ARCHITECT’S
MEAL

A COOKBOOK BY MARIANNE IBLER

ARCHIPRESS M

The Architect’s Meal 
Is an aesthetic and sensual cookbook filled with wanderlust, in 
which Architect Marianne Ibler brings together her passion for 
architecture with her passion for food and Nordic traditions. She 
shows the reader how colours, forms, places and memories inspire 
her to make everyday dishes that are full of quality and details.
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Archipress M is a publishing company founded by 
Marianne Ibler, arch.phd. The publishing program is 
specialized in Nordic architecture and design and 
focuses on new works of established and emerging 
architects and designers.

By focusing on historical and critical reflection of 
the contemporary architecture Archipress M pro-
duces informative and inspirative books. The books 
include texts written by acknowledged interna-
tional architects such as Kenneth Frampton, Ste-
ven Holl, Walter Hood and Robert McCarter. The 
books are sold and distributed in book shops and 
museum shops around the world. Archipress M’s 
books are written in English and Danish language 
and produced as beautiful and presentable coffee 
table books. Easily accessible for all readers with 
even the slightest interest in Nordic new architec-
ture and design.

Read more about our books at: 
www.archipress.dk

“Archipress M is internationally lead-
ing in designing and writing books 
about Nordic architecture, which are  
focused and spread on the market.”

”
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News in Nordic Architecture
Nyheder i Nordisk Arkitektur
Space + Interior

Included is an essay by the architect Martin Kallesø  
pointing out his opinion about Nordic architecture.
 

It shows how Nordic architects have developed a 
good sense for design and details, materials, mean-
ingful views into and out of buildings. 

The book features 15 architecture studios, who in 
their work interplay between light, space and ren-
ovations with the focus of the buildings’ historical 
elements, which is a major and strongly displayed 
aspect of Nordic architecture. 

A general view is given, of the many Nordic archi-
tects and buildings, which show how the beauty of 
nordic architecture comes from the art of simplifi-
cation and the ability to relate to the surroundings 
and the space. 

Author Marianne Ibler 
Co-Author Martin Kallesø

Type

Size
ISBN

Pages

Language Danish / English
Hardcover
216
210 x 297 mm

Published
9788791872273
2019

NEWS
IN NORDIC ARCHITECTURE

NYHEDER I NORDISK ARKITEKTUR

RUM + INTERIØR

SPACE + INTERIOR

edited and written by marianne ibler

essay by martin kallesø

The villa is located in a beautiful birch forest close to the fjord and 

near the city of Akureyri. In this location the villa has spectacular 

views towards Akureyri and it is possible to see the entire fjord Ey-

jafjordur from north to south. It was this magnificent site that gave 

inspiration to the concept of the villa. The design concept is an open 

glass box cantilevering from a concrete base while simultaneously 

offering great views.

Villa Panorama consists of a massive and secluded lower level that 

carries the weight of an elevated glass house. Around and below 

the house are large terrasses from where the views can be enjoyed.

The villa is intended to be a place for gatherings for a large fami-

ly.  The upper level which cantilevers over the landscape hosts the 

family’s more public functions for guests, as well the master bed-

room. It is totally encompassed by the natural environment. The 

upper level is made with a steel and glass construction.  The lower 

level is made with a concrete construction and it contains the bed-

rooms and support functions.

VILLA PANORAMA

Villaen er placeret i en smuk birkeskov tæt på fjorden og nær byen 
Akureyri. På denne placering har villaen spektakulære kig mod Akurey-
ri og det er muligt at se hele Eyjafjordur fjorden fra nord til syd. Det 
var dette fantasiske sted, som gav inspiration til villaens koncept. 
Designkonceptet er en åben glasboks, der udkrager fra en betonbase, 
samtidig med at den har en storslået udsigt. 

Villa Panorama beståer af et massivt og afsondret lavere niveau, der 
bærer vægten af et løftet glashus. Omkring, og under, huset er der store 
terrasser, hvorfra udsigten kan nydes.

Villaen er tænkt som stedet, hvor en stor familie mødes og har sam-
menkomster. Den øverste etage, der krager ud over landskabet, huser 
familiens mere udadvendte funktioner for gæster, ligesåvel som det 
indeholder soveværelset, og er helt omgivet af de naturlige omgivel-
ser. Den øverste etage er lavet med en stål og glaskonstruktion. Den 
nederste etage er lavet som en betonkonstruktion og den indeholder 
soverværelser, og støtte funktioner.

New 
Book!

Plan 1st floor · Plan 1. salPlan groundfloor · Plan stueplan
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News in Nordic Architecture
Nyheder i Nordisk Arkitektur
Textures + Materials

In the book new buildings and projects made by 18 
well known Nordic architectural studios are fea-
tured as well as it contains interesting interviews 
with each architectural studio about their specific 
way of working with architecture.

The book introduces a wide range of the latest ar-
chitecture and building transformations with focus 
on the use of facades and claddings. It features a 
rich palette of illustrations and photographs and is a 
compilation of the latest architecture.

This, also with a thoughtful and historical essay on 
the development of facades and architecture writ-
ten by the Architect Anna Maria Indrio, partner in 
the new Danish company Norrøn Architects and for-
mer partner in C.F. Møller Architects.

Author Marianne Ibler 
Co-Author Anna Maria Indrio

Type

Size
ISBN

Pages

Language Danish / English
Hardcover
248
210 x 297 mm

Published
9788791872235
2018
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185232

THE CEMETERY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

The Cemetery Administration Building in Sundbyberg is placed in the 

park-like cemetery and presents itself as a building which preserve the 

park-like character of the site. The building is intended to subordinate 

itself to the cemetery. That ambition is reflected in the siting of the buil-

ding, which follows the orthogonal pattern of hedges on the site, and 

in the height where only the trees dominate the landscape. It contains 

offices, meeting rooms, and staff locker rooms as well as space for 

machines and a workshop. 

The building is made from a limited palette of materials. Cross-lamina-

ted timber, or prefabricated wall panels which are made with so many 

layers of wood that they can be used to make entire solid walls which 

are assembled quickly. A protective layer of glass wraps the building. 

Each panel of glass is equipped with hooks that fit into a track in the 

rake of the roof. 

The gray-green color is a foil wrapping on the back of the glass. Inside 

the walls are solid wood. The ceilings are predominantly wood, as are 

most of the floors, which at places also contains Kolmård marble. The 

wood in the interior is treated with hard wax oil. 

Sundbyberg kirkegårds administrationskontor er placeret i en park-lignende 
kirkegård og fremstår som en bygning der bevarer grundens park-lignende 
karakter. Bygningen skal underlægges kirkegården.
Det er gjort med bygningens placering, der følger det ortogonale mønster 
af hække på grunden, og i højden hvor kun træer dominerer landskabet.
Den indeholder kontorer, møderum og omklædningsrum for de ansatte lige-
så vel som plads til maskiner og et værksted.

Bygningen er lavet af en begrænset materiale pallette. Kryds-lamineret  
træ, eller præfabrikerede vægpaneller, som er skabt med så mange lag træ, 
at de kan bruges som hele faste vægge der er samlet hurtigt. 
Et beskyttende lag af glas omslutter bygningen. Hvert glaspanel er udstyret 
med kroge, der passer ind i et spor i tagspidsen.

Den grågrønne farve er en folie, der er pakket på bagsiden af glasset. 
Indeni væggene er der solidt træ. Lofterne er fortrinsvist af træ, ligesom de 
fleste gulve som nogle steder dog også indeholder Kolmård marmor. Træet 
i interiøret er behandlet med hård voksolie.
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The Architect’s Meal (UK VER.)
Arkitektens Måltid (DK VER.)
A cookbook by Marianne Ibler

The book has up to 100 drawings made by the  
Marianne Ibler.

The Architect’s Meal is an aesthetically sensual 
cookbook filled with wanderlust, where Marianne 
Ibler unites her passion for international architec-
ture with food and Nordic traditions.

The book shows how colours, forms, places and 
memories inspire for everyday dishes.

This is a completely new kind of cookbook with a 
strong appeal to the senses. There are many corre-
lations between cooking and architecture.

Type

Size

Author Marianne Ibler 

Pages

Language Danish & English
Hardcover
192
190 x 250 mm

ISBN UK 9788791872242
ISBN DK 9788791872228
Published 2018
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THE ARCHITECT’S
MEAL

A COOKBOOK BY MARIANNE IBLER

ARCHIPRESS M

Arkitektens Måltid 
Er en rejselysten og æstetisk sansende kogebog, 
hvor arkitekt Marianne Ibler forener sin passion 
for international arkitektur med mad og nordiske 
traditioner. Hun viser os, hvordan farver, former, 
steder og minder giver hende inspiration til hver-
dagsretter, der kræser for kvalitet og detaljer.

22 23

PORRESUPPE
 3 PERSONER

20 g smør
2 små porrer

9 små kartofler (400 g)
1 lille rødløg

1 glas sødmælk
3 spsk fløde

20 g parmesan i små stykker
1 l vand

Salt/ peber

Alle grøntsager skæres i små stykker og svitses 
i smør i en tykbundet gryde. De må ikke blive 

brune. Tilsæt vand og lad suppen koge. 

Efter 10 min. tilsættes parmesan og suppen 
koger yderligere 5 min.

Suppen blendes med en stavblender. Hældes 
tilbage i gryden. Hæld mælk og fløde i suppen 

og lad den stå nogle minutter over svag varme.

Smag suppen til med salt/peber. Drys med 
friskrevet parmesan ved servering.

  NB: Parmesan i suppen gør den mere  
blød og smagfuld. 

„
Under den grøngule overflade

gemmer sig en overraskende blød
smag, som en balanceret baggrund

for en lidt mere vild hovedret.
Ligesom Arne Jacobsens Rådhus 

i Aarhus er enkel, lineær og skarp 
udenpå, men har et blødt formgivet 

arkitektonisk indre.

23
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Cool nordiske boliger

Holiday homes, bigger or smaller villas, row hous-
es or larger residential buildings. This book is ad-
dressed to anyone interested in Nordic architecture 
and new housing projects.

This book is without theory, complicated texts or 
technical details but made exclusively with beauti-
ful photos with explanatory texts. It gives appetite 
for architecture. 

A colourful and inspiring book showing new Nor-
dic housing designed with a myriad of varieties 
of wood, glass and tiles. It is materials that form 
an important part of Nordic building tradition and 
which engender in Nordic geographic contexts. The 
book is based on selected projects from the book 
series: News in Nordic Architecture, A New Gold-
en Age and Global Danish Architecture. Beautiful 
photos and easy to read texts makes this book very 
appealing and joyful.

Language Danish
Type Hardcover
Pages 160
Size 210 x 277 mm
ISBN
Published

9788791872204
2017

Author Marianne Ibler

ARCHIPRESS M Marianne Ibler

 En smuk og farverig
 bog om cool nordiske
   boliger der inspirerer
 med materialerne
 træ, glas og mursten
 - bygget i det seneste
 årti af nordiske
 arkitekter

ARCHIPRESS M

 ISBN 97-8-87-91872-20-4

Archipress.dk

Cool nordiske boliger     >> Selected Projects         
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News in Nordic Architecture
Nyheder i Nordisk Arkitektur

What can be considered Nordic in architecture? Find 
the answer in Kjetil Trædal Thorsen’s starring essay. 
It argues for many of the elements that can be con-
sidered to be the essence of Nordic thinking.

Introduces a wide range of new Nordic buildings by 
32 Nordic architects. It addresses a wide audience 
with the latest news within architecture.

News in Nordic Architecture includes an essay by 
Kjetil Trædal Thorsen, the founder of the world fa-
mous studio Snøhetta.

Danish / English
Hardcover
278 
210 x 297 mm

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

9788791872181
2017

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Author Kjetil Trædal Thorsen
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A New Golden Age
2nd edition
Nordic Housing

Includes an in-depth and exclusive interview with 
Bjarke Ingels, BIG.

Included is also an essay by the acknowledged 
American architect and writer John M. Cava, who 
states that Nordic architects today are collectively 
producing the most creative and enduring architec-
ture in the developed world.

This third book in the series A New Golden Age 
presents several different kinds of new housing pro-
jects, varying from a tiny wooden annex dwelling to 
notable one-family houses and huge housing com-
plexes made by Nordic architects. 
Shows a colourful palette dominated by bricks, con-
crete and diverse cladding, textures and colours.

English
Hardcover
152
210 x 297 mm
9788791872143
2016

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Author John M. Cava
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A New Golden Age
Architecture & Landscape

Nordic architects are good at adapting and forming 
creative correlations between architecture and the 
surroundings.

The differences in the landscapes, in the countries 
presented in the book create different settings for 
and therefore different solutions on how to incor-
porate the architecture in the landscape and the 
landscape in the architecture.

A kaleidoscopic survey of brand new Nordic archi-
tecture and surrounding landscapes, characterized 
by Nordic light, the vast blue sea, white winters, 
green nature and urban spaces.

Read about views on landscape. The famous US 
based landscape architect Walter J. Hood writes 
in the book. Francesco Ranocchi and Kim Dirck-
inck-Holmfeld writes about architecture today.

English
Hardcover
176
210 x 297 mm
9788791872129
2015

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Authors Kim Dirckinck-Holmfeld

Francesco Ranocchi
Walter Hood
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EDITED BY MARIANNE IBLER

KIM DIRCKINCK-HOLMFELD

FRANCESCO RANOCCHI

WALTER HOOD
ARCHIPRESS M
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Features 27 leading Nordic architecture studios:

AART architects – Arcasa Architects – Árni Winther Arkitektar - ASK Architects – BBP Architects Christensen 

& CO Architects – C.F. Møller Architects – COBE – Cornelius + Vöge Atelier for Arkitektur Dark Arkitekter 

– Fuglark - GGP Arkitekter – John Robert Nilsson Arkitektkontor – JUUL | FROST ARCHITECTS – Kjaer 

& Richter Architects - Knut Hjeltnes Architects – KPF Arkitekter – Kristian H. Nielsen Architects - Link 

Arkitekter – Mangor & Nagel Architects – MAP Architects – Pluskontoret Arkitekter – SNA Architects – 

Stein Halvorson Arkitekter – Vesa Honkonen Architects: Design and Dreams Studio Oy – Vilhelm Lauritzen 

Architects – Wingårdhs

ARCHIPRESS M

A kaleidoscopic survey of brand new Nordic architecure and surrounding landscapes, characterized by 

Nordic light, the vast blue sea, white winters, green nature and urban spaces.

Provides an appetizing and informative look at buildings created by famous Danish, Faroese, Icelandic, 

Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish architects. 

Offers new and critical perspectives on Nordic architecture and landscape.  NORDIC 

A NEW GOLDEN AGE 

ARCHITECTURE & 
LANDSCAPE 

 

ISBN 97-8-87-91872-12-9
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A New Golden Age
Revised 4th edition
Architecture & Design

Nordic Architecture and Design is the first book in 
the trilogy A New Golden Age and deals with to-
day’s Nordic architecture and design. 

This book presents a wide range of different build-
ings. Factories, office buildings, housing, churches, 
cultural buildings, schools, etc.

This Book contains a long range of unique projects 
created by famous Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, 
Finnish, Icelandic & Faroese studios of architec-
ture.

The book includes unique essays by famous Ken-
neth Frampton, a history of architecture, US based
architect Steven Holl and the Finnish architect,
Vesa Honkonen.

English
Hardcover
196
210 x 297 mm
9788791872136
2015 / 2014

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Authors Kenneth Frampton

Vesa Honkonen
Steven Holl
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Global Danish Architecture #7
SEVEN

A guide for the creation of new architecture and 
comments to some of the problems, needs and par-
adigms that are currently facing the architectural 
profession in many places across the world. This 
includes sustainability and conversion as well as 
adapting to existing buildings.

The projects in the book are created by a number of 
succesful Danish architectural studios that together 
provides a wide image of Danish innovation.

Global Danish Architecture #7 provides an outline 
of the overall development that Danish architecture 
has undergone since the first issue of the series  
Global Danish Architecture, GD #1 started in 2006.

The book deals with innovation, the Danish housing 
boom, sustainability, traditions and social responsi-
bility. Included are essays about architectural susta-
inability and redevelopment of existing architecture 
by architects Signe Kongebro and Peder Elgaard.

English
Softcover
84
240 x 340 mm
9788791872082
2012

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Authors Peder Elgaard

Signe Kongebro

34 35
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En Levende Tradition
A Living Tradition
Works and Projects by KPF Arkitekter 

The many projects include quite different building 
typologies. Residential buildings, nursing homes, 
health buildings, office and industrial buildings, 
cultural buildings, churches, kindergartens, schools, 
restorations etc.

This monographic book about the Danish architec-
tural studio KPF Arkitekter, who is among the most 
well established Danish architectural studios shows 
projects made in a period of 10 years in Denmark.

Danish / English
Hardcover
136
225 x 285 mm
97888791872075
2012

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Authors Robert McCarter

J. M. Cava
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Global Danish Architecture #6
Living & Working

The living section presents houses, including villas, 
flats, holiday homes and small houses for artists. 
The working section includes office buildings for dif-
ferent occupational groups and public institutions.

The idea is to illustrate creative diversity within the 
framework that defines everyday private life and 
professional life in Denmark and abroad.

Included is an interview with the head of Aarhus 
School of Architecture, Torben Nielsen. Included 
are also essays by architect and former director of 
AIA NY, Rick Bell and by the US-professor Robert 
McCarter.

The bookazine Living & Working showcases sev-
eral buildings with working spaces or office build-
ings as well as it shows different kinds of housing 
and living spaces.

English
Softcover
144 
240 x 340 mm
9788791872068
2011

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Authors Rick Bell

Robert McCarter

34

Facades

Plan first floor

Plan ground floor

35
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Global Danish Architecture #5
30 New Projects

The book highlights the importance of a social hu-
man-oriented architectural design focus through-
out various building typologies ranging from public 
buildings and schools to social housing projects.

The bookazine addresses the five keys to interpret-
ing contemporary architecture; Learning, Education, 
Playing, Caring and Dwelling.

The 30 projects chosen provide an understanding of 
how a contemporary social and functional intention 
is expressed within modern architecture.

English
Softcover
133
240 x 340 mm
9788791872051
2010

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler

101 107
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Global Danish Architecture #4
Tradition & Crisis

The book features architecture within the typologies 
of housing, sports buildings, culture buildings, edu-
cation buildings and public buildings.

The fourth book in the series Global Danish Archi-
tecture deals with Danish modern architecture as 
a continuation of the modernist architecture in a 
time of financial difficulties. This can in society be 
a forerunner of reflection and lead to rediscovery of 
architecture traditions.

Danish / English
Softcover
156
200 x 290 mm
9788791872044
2009

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
Co-Authors Kenneth Frampton

J. M. Cava
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Global Danish Architecture #3
Sustainability - Bæredygtighed

The architectural typologies include residential 
buildings, hotels, cultural buildings, and industrial 
buildings created by 17 innovative and renowned 
architectural studios. 

The third book Sustainability in the series Global 
Danish Architecture gives an understanding of what 
Danish sustainable architecture is about or what the 
architects think it is about.

GD#3 contains unique interviews with the 
different architectural studios in order to catch the 
essence and meanings of the subject sustainability.

Danish / English
Softcover
208
220 x 290 mm
9788791872037
2008

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
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Global Danish Architecture #2
Housing - Boliger

All the projects are organized in chapters showing 
blocks, flats, international housing residences, park-
type housing, terraced houses, one-family houses, 
housing for young people and for elderly.

This bookazine includes a huge panorama of Dan-
ish residential architecture and housing typologies 
made from 2000 and onwards. This was a period 
characterized by the Danish building boom. 

The book features housing projects built and not 
built made by 21 of the most prominent and trend-
setting Danish architectural studios.

Danish / English
Softcover
234
220 x 290 mm
9788791872020
2007

Language
Type
Pages
Size
ISBN
Published

Author Marianne Ibler
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Global Danish Architecture #1

The series Global Danish Architecture is a combina-
tion of a book and a magazine. The buildings show 
a wide colorful spectrum of different forms, compo-
sitions and expressions. Included are housing, day-
care and leisure centres, schools, education, sport, 
culture, public institutions, concert halls, museums, 
hospitals and office blocks.

Global Danish Architecture #1 is a colourful source 
of inspiration and it appeals to a broad public with 
an interest in contemporary Danish architecture 
around the year 2000.

The book provides information about a selection of 
buildings by 11 of the most successful architectural 
studios on the Danish scene.
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Kay Fisker and The Danish 
Academy in Rome

The Danish Academy in Rome was the last work of 
the Danish architect Kay Fisker and is as such an 
even more important and a fine example of modern 
architecture. 

Kay Fisker is known for being one of the architects 
bridging a new time and he knew how to transfer 
the cubist design ideals of international function-
alism into simple brick buildings. The book demon-
strates in depth the architecture of the building, 
its history and the design phase by texts, original 
drawings and beautiful photos made by the famous 
photographer, Jens Lindhe. 

The first and absolutely Must-Have book about the 
Danish Academy in Rome.

It presents and analyses the building which houses 
the Danish Academy in Rome that was created by 
the famous Danish architect Kay Fisker in the 1960s.

English
Hardcover
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Archipress M is still eager to 
explore inspiring possibilities of 
Nordic design, art, architecture 
and contemporary life. 

Indulge in the aesthetic world of 
Nordic architecture and design.



Filmbyen 21 4.
8000 Aarhus, Denmark

+45 6017 9484
ibler@archipress.dk
www.archipress.dk


